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To embed the wick with fuel,
do up and down movements.

Light the wick.
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Antes de guardar, coloque la 
antorcha de goteo en posición vertical 

hasta que la mecha se apague y se 
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USE MODE

Once the wick is lit: Tilt the torch
forward gradually until the fuel drips
on the burning wick and generates a
flame that will fall on the ground to
be burnt. 
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IMPORTANT:
The appropriate

operating position is with
the aerator positioned

upwards.

SUGGESTIONS

To keep the flame in self-
combustion, adjust the proportions
of the fuel mixture.

DISASSEMBLY

Repeat steps 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 in
reverse order. 

MAINTENANCE

- Do not leave fuel residues in the container.
- Always check all parts of the product.
- Replace the wick if necessary.
- In case of loss or damage to the part,
purchase original spare parts.
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INFOREST Drip Torch

Please read the following instructions
carefully and thoroughly before using it in

order to have a satisfactory experience.
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CARRYING POSITION

ASSEMBLY FOR OPERATING USE
Unscrew the brass screw and place 
it to a side.

2 Take the cap/spout/wick
assembly of the container and
remove it.

Then screw the plug into 
the housing parallel to 
the passage,  to prevent

Release the fuel passage by
unscrewing the plug.

4 Check that the ball, screw and 
filter are in place inside the cap.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS MIXTURE PREPARATION
Take the container and prepare the
mixture according to suggested
proportions.

ATTENTION!
Check the o-ring of the filling mouth.

Take the cap/
spout/wick assembly
and place it on the
mouth of the
container.

Gasoline

1/3

Diesel

2/3

Free space

Gasoline

Diesel

IMPORTANT

- Ignition equipment should only be used by trained and experienced
personnel. All precautions must be taken to avoid danger to you and
others.

- You should always identify and plan an escape route before starting
the burn, since the rapid spread of fire can be dangerous to you or
others, including extinguishing equipment that may be at a considerable
distance from you.

- The product uses petroleum-based fuels that must be handled with
caution.

Align the assembly so that the loop
is opposite to the aerator.

8 Take the screw and tighten it to be able
to use the product.

Loop

Aerator

9 Aeration: Unscrew the
aeration screw
counterclockwise (at
least two full turns).

ATTENTION
Before using it, inspect all parts of the product to ensure its
functions properly.

Check inside the container and verify that the vent tube is in place.

Check the o-ring of the cap.

Check the condition of the spout-wick assembly.


